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University of North Carolina and GUjarat University 1. IntroducitmUl. Roy and Gnanadesikan [6] have considered certain types of different alternatives in tile case of two dispersion matrices, of~1ich first three are strong alternatives, in the sense that all characteristic roots of -1 (.
E:t~J.. e. cn k~2
are less than or equal to 1, or all ch .E-£:1 > 1, or ,f;ll~c.
union of these two alternatives. In this note, we derive the shorter confidence bounds tuan t:tlose given by Roy and Gnanadesikan [6] with probability~(l-a ), when the alternative is true. Moreover" we show that when the alternative is complement of the null hypothesis, then we come across the same types of confidence bounds as derived by Anderson [1] by a different approach. Keeping in view the certain types of alternatives for more than tv~population dispersion matrices, we give shorter confidence bounds tJ.lan those derived by Gnanadesikan [2, 3] , witn probabilitỹ (l-a). All our confidence bounds are based on either X 2 or F distributions. distributed as X 2 with nand n-p+l degrees of freedom respectively when i ! j.
This lemma is a special case of Bartlett's decomposition t:neorem (e.g. see
Kshirsagar [4] ), and hence the proof is omitted.
Since~is symmetric positive definite, we can find an orthogonal matrixs we shall choose the critical region (1) S~l~c where c is determined from
Since s~l depends on the nuisance parameters of~, we cannot carry out the exact test given by (1), but we shall obtain the confidence bound on 1'1 "Iith probability 2= (l-Ct). We note from (2) that 
P-t (X 2~b ) = l-<l¥ n-p+l 4. where c is to be determined from
We note that even though we cannot carry out the test procedure (14), but we can make a confidence statement on r l vTitil probability~(.1-0:). By lemma 4, we have "l n l , n 2 -p+ -The confidence bounds given by (16), (17) and (19) are silorter than those given by Roy and Gnanadesikan [6] .
-1) (3.4) Now, we note that Anderson's result [1] on all (ch.~~2 can be derived fro m the fOllowing considerations.
[sit(~i~-1~)(n2-p+l)/n11'1? ""'J.""l.""" J.
NJ.
* dependently distributed as
(4.1) Let us suppose that the k-th population is standard. We shall try to obtaiñ the confidence bounds on f3. ,,+8. 
where S1*-1 = (s*ij ) and d' is to be determined from By the union intersection principle [7] , the critical region for testing H a against H l is 
